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WORKING HOURS�

	 The inscription plate with office hours is placed most often on the�
fixed part of the entrance door. �

	 The text, more exactly, the concrete office hours are to be engraved�
on request.�

	 The inscription may be made in Cyrillic or Latin alphabet as well�
as all other standard inscriptions.�

	 Because of external installation we suggest the choice of materials�
in which the engraved text is not white for better maintenance.�
�

dimension> Standard dimension is 200 x 150 mm.

color> By the choice of architect - designer from the shade - chart of the�
producer with more than 20 shades.�

material> two - layered GRAVOPLY material - the product of NEW HERMES.

production technique> The engraving of the text with CNC machine.�

installation> The sign is attached to the background with both sides glued�
tape 3M 468MP which provides a solid connection to the background.

*On special request the inscription of the office hours may be put on the inner side of the�
glass, or the inscription of double office hours with an added text> open - closed.
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